Meeting of the Expert Panel on Nitrogen and Food (EPNF) – Prague, May 11, 2010

Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic, Těšnov 17, Prague 1.

Proposed Agenda (subject to modifications)

9:15 Welcome and confirmation of agenda (Christian Pallière and Henk Westhoek)

9:30 Discussion on goal and expected outcome
   - Clarification of the TFRN Expert Panels process (Christian Pallière)
   - Primer to debate: illustrations by examples (Henk Westhoek and others)
   - Determination of expected outcome
   - Determination of the work packages

10:40 Coffee break

11:00 Working process
   - Inventory of possible contributors to the Expert panel (present or to be invited)
   - Inventory of possible Lead authors per Chapter

11:30 Working groups per Chapter

12:20 – 13:30: Lunch break

13:30 Working groups per Chapter (continuation)

14:30 Reporting back from the Working groups, discussion and finalization.

15:30 – 15:50 Tea break

15:50 Reporting back from the Working groups (continuation)

16:20 Discussion and finalization.

17:00 – 18:00: combined session with members of other working groups:
   - Presentation of the preliminary findings
   - Discussion